Input-memory (/zi) and output-memory (/z0) characteristics of Sequential Machines (SM's) have been widely studied. In this paper, we investigate input-memory and output-memory characteristics of Incompletely Specified Sequential Machines (ISSM's). We show that an exclusion principle stated for binary output SM's cannot be extended to ISSM's. In particular we show that for every positive integer n, there exists an n-state ISNM with 0 < t~,. < oo and 0 ~ tz0 ~ oo. Also, we investigate the upper hounds on the values of /**, ~o of ISSM's.
INTRODUCTION
A finite Sequential Machine (SM)M ~ (S, X, Y, 3, ) t) is defined by a finite state-set S, a finite input-set X and a finite output-set Y, and the nextstate and output maps 8: SxX-~ S and A: SxX--+ Y. The maps 3, A can be extended to input sequences in the usual way. If J e X*, then let 3(a, J) denote the final state where the initial state is a and the input sequence J is applied. Let A(cr, J) denote the corresponding output sequence. A Sequential Machine is an Incompletely Specified Sequential Machine (ISSM) if at least one of the two maps, 8, A is partial. An input sequence J ~ ~1, ~2 "'" ~z is "applicable" to an ISSM M if 3 at least one statep in M such that 8(p, J) ~ q is defined. The input sequence J is said to admit the state q. An applicable input sequence may admit more than one state. Further, an output sequence F = t31, fi~ .... , fi~ is "generated" by M if there exists a state p such that for some input sequence J, ~t(p, j) =/'. The output sequence/" is also said to admit state q. An ISSM is nondegenerate if for every state p there exists a state p' such that for some ~ e X, ~(p', ~) and )t(p', ~) are both defined and further 3(p', c~) ~ p. If A(p', c 0 = fi, then the input-output pair c~/~ is said to admit state p.
Memory characteristics of completely specified sequential machines have been extensively studied (Gill, 1962 (Gill, , 1965 Massey, 1966; Newborn, 1967 Newborn, , 1968 Vairavan, 1969 Vairavan, , 1970 Vairavan, , 1971 Vairavan, , 1972 Kambayashi, 1970) . In this paper we discuss some memory characteristics of ISSM's.
INPUT-MEMORY AND OUTPUT-MEMoRY OF ISSM's
A reduced ISSM M is said to have finite input-memory tL,: (finite outputmemory txo) if 0z0) is the least integer such that every applicable input sequence (every output sequence generated by M) admits a unique state. If no such integer exists, then by convention ~i =-oe (t~o --~). There are well known techniques (Friedman, 1966; Kambayashi, 1970) to determine input-memory and output-memory values of completely specified sequential machines. The extension of these techniques to ISSM's is straightforward and is outlined below.
A procedure to determine the input-memory of a reduced nondegenerate ISSM M: An input-memory test graph G~(M) is constructed as follows:
There is a node (p, q) for every unordered pair of states p, q in 21I, and there is a directed arc from (p, q) to (r, s) if there is an input digit ~ such that 3(p, a) and 3(q, a) are both defined and {3(p, a), 3(q, a)} = {r, s}. The 
ON THE VALUES OF INPUT-MEMORY AND OUTPUT-MEMORY OF I S S M ' s
T h e following exclusion principle for completely specified binary-output S M ' s has been established by Vairavan (1971) : If a binary-output nondegenerate S M M ----(S, X, Y, 5, ~> has finite nonzero input-memory, then it has infinite output-memory and conversely, if M has finite nonzero outputmemory then it has infinite input-memory, i.e., 0 < / x i < oo --+/x 0 ~ co and 0 < / x 0 < oo --~/z~ = oo. A main result of this note is that the above exclusion principle cannot be extended to I S S M ' s . Proof. Consider the reduced n-state I S S M Mz shown in Fig. 2 . We will prove that M 2 has/~i ~ 2n --3 and #0 = n + 2. Note that not all input sequences are applicable to M. We will show that every applicable input sequence of length 2n --3, admits a unique state in M and there exists an applicable input sequence of length 2n --4 which does not admit a unique state in tl//.
(i) First let us consider all applicable input sequences starting with "1." The input digit 1 admits state a I and ~n-~ • The input sequence 11 admits only the state ~1. Hence every applicable input sequence ] = llJ' admits a unique state. Now consider the sequence 10. It admits a 2 and a n . Since input digit 1 is not applicable to a,, the sequence 101 uniquely admits the state an-1 and hence every applicable input sequence J = 101J' admits a unique state. Now consider the applicable input sequence of the form 10 ~ (2 ~ i ~ n --2). Note that 10 ~ admits ai+l and cr n . Now, since input 1 cannot be applied to an, the sequence J = 10il (2 ~ i < n --2) admits the state an_ x . Also note that 10n-21 admits a x uniquely. Further, the sequence 10 n-1 admits the unique state a n . Hence any applicable input sequence which begins with 10il (i >/ 1) or 10 n-1 admits a unique state. We have considered all applicable input sequences which begin with 1.
(ii) Let us consider the input sequences which begin with "0." Clearly the input sequence 0 n-1 admits the state an. The input sequence 0 i (1 ~< i < n-2) admits more than one state in M, and the sequence 0il admits (;1 and %-1 • Now since 1 cannot be applied to (Yl , the sequence 0ill admits the state a i . Now consider the sequence of the form J --0ii0 j. When j = n --1, ] admits % uniquely. For 0 < j < n --1, J admits (rj+ 1 and an • But J' = J1 admits an-1 uniquely, ifj < n -2 and J' admits a 1 ifj -~ n --2. Hence for every applicable input sequence beginning with 0 and of length greater than or equal to 2n --3, the final state is unique and further 0~-~10 ~-~ admits an and (~n-1 • From parts (i) and (ii) we conclude that/x~ -2n --3.
(B) To prove that ~o --n q-2:
Note that there does not exist a state a such that )~(a, 0) -= A(~, 1) but S(a, 0) ~ S(a, 1). Hence, if an output sequence J admits a unique state a' and for some input c~, h((r', c~) --fl and 8(#, ~) = #' then the output sequence Jfl admits the state a" uniquely.
(i) Consider output sequences that begin with "1." The output digit 1 admits an_i, a n and a 1 . The output sequences 110, lll, or 100 uniquely admit (r~, a n , and (r a , respectively. Hence any output sequence beginning with 110, 111, or 100 admits a unique state. The output sequence I01 admits a n and an_ 1 . Hence 1011 admits (r 1 uniquely. It can be verified that the sequence 10100 and 101010 admit a~ and an, respectively. Hence every output sequence generated by M, of the form lfllfl2 "" ~i, i ~ 5, admits a unique state.
(ii) Now we will consider output sequences beginning with "0." The output sequence 0 ~-I admits a n uniquely. Also the sequences 0n-~10 and 0n-211 admit uniquely the states a 2 and an, respectively. Hence any output sequence of M beginning with 0 n-i, 0n-210, or 0~-~11 admits a unique state. Now, let 1 ~ i ~ n-3. The output sequence 011 admits the states al, an_ 1 , and a n . Also it can be verified that 0il 10 and 0il 11 admit uniquely a~ and a~, respectively. Further 0il00, 0~1010 and 0~10110 and 0i10111 admit uniquely the states a3, an, a~, and an, respectively. Hence every output sequence of length at least n --3 -[-5 --n -~-2 that begins with 0 admits a unique state. Further the sequence 0n-al011 admits the distinct states a 1 and a n and hence from parts (i) and (ii) of (B), we conclude that/z 0 = n q-2.
Thus we have shown that the exclusion principle cannot be extended to ISSM's. However, it should be noted that if the unspecified entries of an ISSM, which has finite nonzero /~i and /z0, specified then the resulting completely specified SM will not have both finite nonzero/,~ and /*0, in accordance with the exclusion principle proved for SM's. In terms of shift register realizations, Theorem 2, implies that there exist binary output ISSM's which can be synthesized using a single feed forward register or a single output-feedback register, unlike binary output completely specified SM's. 
Upper bounds on t~i and txo of ISSM's.
From the procedure to determine /h(tL0), it is immediately clear that if /~i(t~0) is finite, then/zi(t~o) ~< n(n --1)/2 = the number of nodes in the test graph. Also, it is well known that for completely specified SM's if/~i < o~ then t~i ~< n --1, where n is the number of states (Harrison, 1965) . However, note that the ISSM M 2 (Theorem 1) has /~i = 2n --3. Clearly any completion of the state table of an ISSM with n --1 </~i < co will result in a completely specified SM with /~i = oo, since /~ cannot be decreased by specifying the unspecified entries. Now, consider the ISSM M 3 shown in Fig. 3a . The input-memory test graph is partially shown in Fig. 3b Note that In/2] equals (n/2) + (1/2) when e is odd and n/2 when n is even. The input-memory test graph is shown completely in Fig. 3c for the case n~8,
Although it is known (Kambayashi, 1970) that there exist ternary-input ISSM's with/x~ = n(n --1)/2 and ternary-output SM's with/~0 = n(n -1)/2, it is an open question whether there exist binary-input (binary-output) ISSM's with/zi(t~0) = n(n --1)/2. Also, it is an open question whether there exist completely specified binary-output SM's with /x o = n(n-1)/2 for n >/6. As a result of the investigation of the memory characteristics of ISSM's, we present a completely specified binary-output SMM4 (Fig, 4) with txo -----[n/2]([n/2] -k 1)/2 q-n --1. 
CONCLUSION
Some input-memory and output-memory characteristics of incompletely specified sequential machines have been studied. It has been shown that 643128]z-5 unlike completely specified binary-output SM's an ISSM can have both finite nonzero input-memory and finite nonzero output-memory. Also, upper bounds for the values of input-memory and output-memory oflSSM's have been examined.
